Good morning everyone,

Today I would like to speak to you about: our attitude at the end of the world.

Today among Christians and in fact not only among Christians but among all people in the world, there is very little interest and almost no knowledge about what happened in the Garden of Eden at the beginning of history, when through the fall, Adam and Eve became one with their servant the Archangel.

What should have happened was: Adam and Eve were to become one with God and the prince and princess of God’s Kingdom. Instead their body became one with their servant the Archangel and this is the tragedy that took place at that time. As a result they destroyed their qualification to become prince and princess, and not only that: they destroyed the qualification of their descendants to follow in that line.

God’s ideal had been to have a family, a tribe, a nation and a world centered on Him and his ideal, but instead, a terrible tragic history enfolded. We need to know that it was the Devil that was at the center of this development. We need to know that this makes the Devil not just the enemy of God; it makes the Devil also the enemy of all humanity.

As a result God lost everything. God lost his children, He lost all creation and He also lost his sovereignty. Then God had to conduct the providence of restoration in order to regain all of these things. History has become a knot, a tangle of evil, and it’s only God that can entangle it, and make it proper.
The false parents planted something untrue into humanity. This created the need for True Parents to come and plant what was true. The motivation for Adam’s fall was love; but what kind of love was it? It was false love. Adam, as the false parent, made a mistake, and as a result he brought about the world of evil. It is necessary now for the True Parents to come and rectify everything.

Adam fell into ignorance, and all of humanity needs to know this. We need to know God’s secret but we also need to know in detail what the Devil did so that everything can be overcome. If we take the example of a murderer: unless we know exactly that the murderer has done, we need to hide from him.

The True Parents has to come and he has to reveal to the world exactly what the Devil did, what Satan did. It’s only then that Satan will raise his hands in surrender. When all this is revealed there will not be anything for Satan to do except to raise his hands, surrender, and confess that he made a mistake.

Because of the evil that has been in the world, people do not have the proper view of life, of the world, and do not have the proper view of values. They also do not have the proper view of the family. So what do we have to do now? We need to know all of these things and we have to indict Satan for his crimes.

Now we are in the Last Days and Jesus says in Matthew 24: *there shall not be left here one stone upon another that shall not be thrown down*. Now we need to know exactly who Satan is and we have to teach people about that.

The Bible also says that in the end times, fathers will fight against sons and mothers against daughters, and they will take up the sword against each other. This is the kind of fearful time that we are living in now. If God could have resolved this situation in the Garden of Eden, He would have done so, but He could not reach out and handle the situation. He could not act directly to resolve it. Now in the end times, He is able to do that; He is able to reach out and solve the situation.

And the person who takes the responsibility is the True Parents. The false parents created this situation; now the True Parents appeared in order to resolve it. There needs to be True Parents appearing in the world. True Parents has appeared; he is revealing God’s and the Devil’s secrets and he is telling the truth about the Devil before God.

The True Parents says, “Satan, now we see that you are the murderer who, at the beginning of history, caused evil to come into this world. “He can now force Satan to confess; he can indict
Satan before God. This is what Father has come to do: to indict Satan, to reveal Satan’s crimes and to accuse him before God. And this is what Father has done!

He knows everything. He has revealed things that no one had been able to disclose, that no one could know before. As a result, he has accused Satan and brought him into natural subjugation. Father gained the understanding through which he was able to accuse Satan. In order to achieve this, Father had to go through a course of tears of blood. There was so much suffering!

What would have happened if Father and Christianity could have become one, if Christianity had accepted Father? Father said that if he had been given just three and a half years, he would have been able to create a world under God that would have received God’s blessing.

Father revealed that God is a wretched God, that He is a pitiful God. Father wanted to liberate God and bring joy to him. This is what Father declared when he was on earth. Because Christianity opposed him, he was forced to go into the wilderness for 40 years, and during that time he went a course that only he could go. It was a lonely course of suffering in which God could not help but assist him and work with him.

On the foundation of that suffering Father opened the way for the rest of humanity. Many, many, people came to say, “This is the truth that can unite the world!” Father was recognized by God and also recognized by Satan. Satan was forced to submit himself to him, and Father could open the way for all humanity. This is what he told us when he was on earth.

If Christianity had accomplished its responsibility, Father would have been able to complete the tribal level, which would have transcended everything here on earth. He also had to make it possible for even Eve to come before Adam and confess her sin in the Garden of Eden.

We did not accomplish our responsibility! Father explained that if Christianity had come to him with both hands raised in submission, he could have concluded the providence within seven years after he first proclaimed the truth.

Back in those days Father was telling us morning and night, “Witness to the Christians, witness to the Christians!” But because we were not able to realize those words, this world has been going through a history of darkness.

Father said that the incident in the Garden of Eden took place because of the mistake of Eve, and he stated that Eve lost three husbands. Father wept as he declared that Eve’s sin could not be forgiven, and he expressed that he needed to raise up women and put them in their proper position, so that they could fulfill their responsibility. He said that Christian women needed to
be raised up so they could stand in a position that was equal to men, so that Christianity could accomplish its responsibility.

He told us that women needed to be liberated, because it was women who caused the fall in the Garden of Eden; he asked us one day to take the lead in this movement for the liberation of women. Father affirmed that women were in the position of the brides of Christ.

He also communicated that women needed to take the lead in educating the world. In Sun Moon University he created the department of pure love, and he asked that women become people who could stand upright and righteously before God, so that they would not be ashamed anywhere they went. He then said that God’s Kingdom could come on that foundation.

When I think that we see this history unfolding before us today because we did not accomplish our responsibility, I realize that we need to repent deeply. Although it’s been a long time, it seems only yesterday that Father asked us to become his representative bodies and to stand, go forth and fight for the liberation of God, for the liberation of the Unification Church, and for the liberation of all humanity.

Father would also say that this ideal world of God was going to come, and he would have us raise our hands and applaud.

Father is in Heaven, but even now he is desperate and he urgently desires to see CIG established on this earth. When we think of that, we need to do everything we can to accomplish Father’s desire. This is what Father wants. So when we align ourselves with him, the way will be opened up for us to be victorious.

Father has established his successor, his representative body, his inheritor. So it is our responsibility now to work with that person in order to accomplish Father’s desire.

Thank you very much,

Video Source: https://youtu.be/DXi9XWzWsKw?t=2137